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II
WARRIOR-CLUB TRADmONS IN MEDIBVAL SWITZERLAND

Arnold H. Price

This article endeavors to serve as an extension (as well as a confirmation) of my research on the
role of warrior clubs during the era of migrations, the so-called VtJlkerwanderung. 1 In regard to the
VlJlkerwanderung terminology I am relying in this study primarily on the ground-breaking work of the

late Hans Georg Wackemagel, 2 whose novel anthropological approach unearthed and analyzed a
substantial body of pagan traditions surviving in medieval Helvetia.
Not much has been known about Germanic warrior clubs in their historical setting, and a brief
summary seems therefore to be in order. They were associations of free, unmarried men bound together
by a commitment to a pagan deity. Their cult was probably introduced from abroad in the late prehistoric
period, resulting in a religious conversion, as evidenced by a change from cremation to inhumation.
These men formed an autonomous unit within the tribal organization, bunked and messed together, had
their own leaders and were not a class. These clubs had a judicial function, dispensing criminal justice
without the benefit of a hearing (a kind of hanging posse) and also served as special military units,

1Arnold H. Price, 1he Germanic Warrior Qubs: An Inquiry into the Dynamics of the Era of
Migrations and the Antecedents ofMedieval Society, 2nd & enl. ed. (Tiibingen, 1996); from now on cited
as Price. In regard to the VtJlkerwanderung terminology cf. ibid. , 122.

Altes Volktum in der Schweitz, 2"" ed. (Basel, 1959); from now on cited as Wackemagel.
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fighting side-by-side with the regular forces, but also venturing on military expeditions of their own,
organized in groups of at least seven, but as a rule, not more than 50 members. Before battle, they swore
an oath that they would sacrifice the enemy to their deity, or be killed themselves. They went berserk
in battle, exhibiting the well-knownfaror teutonicus. For sustenance, they relied largely on contributions
by their fellow tribesmen, a source of income they supplemented by going hunting and looting.
With this background in mind, I will examine various references presented by Wackemagel. First
to be discussed is his detailed analysis of the complete annihilation on August 26, 1444 of some 1,000
Swiss troops in the battle of the St. Jacob on the Birs.3 What distinguished this encounter was the fact
that the Swiss participants were constituted from among the youthful members of the forces from various
cantons assembled in the summer of 1446 near Basel to meet the challenge presented by a French army
west of that city. On their own volition some 1,000 young men among the assembled Swiss forces
decided to attack the French by themselves. They elected new captains and pursued the enemy with
exceptional speed and vigor, finding themselves soon surrounded by superior enemy forces at St. I acob
on the Birs where they all perished.
The style of warfare practiced by these young Swiss men was perceived as uncommon, and its
aggressive effectiveness probably persuaded the French to abstain from further action. However, before
we ascribe a warrior-club tradition to this mode of warfare, we should look more closely at the makeup
of these forces. The fact that they split off from the main body of the assembled force seems to indicate
that they had a separate status within the framework of their cantonal contingent, which provided overall
leadership. These young men that broke off from the main host did so in preexisting units, units
sufficiently constituted to elect new captains to lead them. 4 The fact that they split off so readily from
the main body indicates that they had a separate status. They were distinguished from the main force by
enjoying a certain autonomy rather than being subordinated to or integrated into a military command

3

"Die Schlacht bei St. Jacob an der Birs," op. cit., 136-221.

•wackemagel, 210-02.
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structure, resembling in a way, especially by electing officers, the American militia.' Wackemagel 6
demonstrates that these units of young foot soldiers were identical in peacetime with the young men's
associations found in medieval Switzerland. From a military point this autonomy contributed to the defeat
of the Swiss troops at St. Jacob on the Birs. Going into battle without the support of and against the
advice of the regular military establishment, these units were reduced to mere tactical entities, formidable
in close combat to be sure, but inflexible and incapable of strategic disposition. Perhaps, one may
perceive their rushing into battle as reflecting an uncommon compulsion that is not based on military
logic, but could be best explained going back to pagan religious constraints.
While the military facet of these units in wartime is quite obvious, it is less so in their settling
in Swiss society and folklore. Of particular interest in this connection are their numerous demonstrations,
uprisings, and other acts of violence.' The members of these bands practice secrecy, are bound by a
common oath, don masks and other mummery, wear bells, and often engage in their costumes in riotous
behavior on January 6. They went into open revolt in the canton of Valais in 1550. This combination
of peacetime violence with a folkloric background can best be explained as pointing to a warrior-club
origin of these associations.
At this point a correction is called for. The accounts of the battle of St. Jacob and of the Valais
uprisings with their emphasis on violence and nonconformity seem to place these young men's
associations outside civil and organized society. Such characterization is lopsided and derives from the
nature of annalistic reporting which endeavors to present the unusual. Another factor adding to such
misconceptions is the curious condition of late medieval society, which should not be approached by
applying modem concepts of public order, concepts which would bestow a private character upon these
associations and thus erode their official standing. Thus we have detailed reports from Swiss cities of
the practice of hamsocn (Heimsuche), how young sons of prominent families participated in the

5Two U.S. presidents, Abraham Lincoln and Harry S. Truman, were elected officers by their
comrades.
6

151-57.

1 rely here on Wackemagel's article "Der Trinkelstierkrieg vom Jahre 1550," ibid., 222-42.
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ransacking of the homes of unpopular fellow citizens. The associations that carried out these raids did
not provide their victims a hearing and acted with impunity. What is of particular interest concerning
the Swiss hamsocn evidence is its setting, indicating that warrior clubs of the era of the early migrations
which were originally village-based made the transition to an urban existence. The role of the warrior
clubs in the formation of the medieval city community is still terra incognita, and Swiss tradition may
well serve as a starting point for further investigations.• It is important to note that sometimes hamsocn
in this connection is reported to be one of the ungerichte (literally non-courts), a designation that
Wackemagel considers to refer to an "illegitimate, nongovernmental official, private trial" 9 • Ungericht
is not limited to hamsocn, but does concern itself also with nighttime robbery, rape, and bodily harm.
What is significant here is that we are dealing with a process outside the regular court system and without
a hearing, a procedure that was practiced by Germanic warrior clubs. 10
In a similar way such associations of young men constituted in Bern an autonomous body that had
its own rules and was known as the "exterior estate" (Aussere Stand). Wackernagel goes so far as to call
it a shadow government. 11 It was naturally the military aspects of these clubs that provided the rationale
for their quasi-official status in Bern and other cantons. Wackernagel attributes the superb military
effectiveness of these youthful Swiss troops, less to regular military drill, but rather to the competitions
and contests in which they engaged. It is thus the inherent social cohesion of pagan antecedents that
makes these clubs such remarkable combat teams. 12
A special case is that of the young herdsmen in the Alpine areas of Switzerland. They were
better warriors than those of the lower elevations. 13 Wackernagel credits this state of affairs to the life

1

F or a German clue cf. Price, 71, n. 187.

9

das unrechtmassige, staatlich-private Gerichtsverfahren; 260, n. 2.

1

°Cf. Price, 83-85, on soc.

11

0p. cit., 295.

12

/bid., 299.

1

3Wackemagel, "Die geschichtliche Bedeutung des Hirtentums," op. cit., 30-50.
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style common among these mountaineers. He cites the relative isolation of this region and the relatively
greater social cohesion as the major factors in this development. He also points out that Alpine animal
husbandry relied heavily on men for the caring of the herds and processing of the products.
Another peculiarity among the herdsmen is their interest in sports, their love of contests,
especially the practice of pentathlon, which they have in common with the Greeks and Romans. These
competitions were perceived as embodying elements of an ancestor worship and in this respect they
resemble classical practices, an indication that may point to an interrelation dating back to antiquity. 14
It should, however, be noted that the standard contemporary sources dealing with Germanic warrior
clubs, such as Tacitus, do not report such contests. 15 There are some literary hints pointing to such
gymnastics, such as the Brunhild-Gunther contest in the Nibelungenlied, but these legends lack the
substance needed to render them acceptable as evidence. Further proof would be required. Of interest
is too that in the Alpine region girls also compete in running. Altogether these Swiss herdsmen were a
curious mixture of military excellence derived from animal husbandry and gymnastics. They successfully
combined martial prowess with farm work and sports.
We should, however, not overlook other non-military facets of warrior-club existence, which
could be observed well in to the modem era. Thus Gottfried Keller describes vividly how the young men
of a village customarily spend summer nights in helping poor widows by harvesting their grain. 16

14

Wackernagel, "Die Freiheitskampfe der alten Schweiz in volkskundlicher Beleuchtung," op cit., 13.

15

1 rely here primarily on Lily Weiser-Aall's trailblazing study Altgermanische Janglingsweihen und
Mllnnerbunde (Biihl, 1927).
16

"Es wallt das Korn weit in die Runde ... " or "Sommemacht." Gesammelte Werke (27h to 31• ed.
Stuttgart, 1908), 26-7. On helpfulness cf. Price, 73.
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